FUR types
bl ack

MAHOGANY

BROWN

GLOW

PASTEL

PALOMINO

PEARL BEIGE

GOLDEN PEARL

PEARL CROSS

BLACK CROSS

SAPPHIRE CROSS

Silverblue cross

sapphire

SILVERBLUE

BLUE IRIS

JAGUAR

VIOLET

WHITE

BLUE IRIS CROSS

Violet cross

MAIN
types

MAIN
types

rare types

very rare types
DAWN

PALOMINO CROSS

Pastel Cross

PLATINBLOND

REDGLOW

Stardust

RARE
types

VERY
RARE
types

Cl arit y

Hair lengths

Other factors

The length of the guard hair differs
a little from the underfur. The

The length of the guard hair differs

skin will be characterised by the

only slightly from the underfur.

The length of the guard hair differs

A skin with very fine, straight and

A combination of thick, coarse,

dominance of the guard hair.

The skin will be characterised by

significantly from the underfur.

parallel guard hair of same length.

overlapping guard hair which curves

the dominance of the underfur.

The skin will be characterised by

towards the underfur provides a

the dominance of the guard hair.

very irregular, crude surface.

Simply the world’s finest mink farmers
Kopenhagen Fur is the world’s largest fur auction house and the
leading provider of luxury fur. The company is owned by Danish fur
farmers and one of the world’s best functioning cooperatives. This
fact has for years kept the quality of Kopenhagen Fur’s skins amongst
the best in the world.
After pelting, the farmers send their skins for sale at the auctions at
Kopenhagen Fur. A comprehensive grading takes place so that each
skin lot presents itself as uniform as possible. This is important as
even minor colour nuances are detectable in the finished garment.
The criteria for grading mink skins are always the same. First the skins
are graded according to colour type and sex. Afterwards the skin

length is measured. Then the colour grading takes place. Much of the
process is automated, using the latest computer technology. After
colour grading the skins are graded according to quality by highly
skilled experts. Finally, each grading is fine-tuned while at the same
time the previous grad-ings are checked. The skins are gathered in
lots, each of which are given a lot number.
The approximately 18 million mink skins are sold at five annual
auctions from December-September along with thousands of fox,
swakara, chinchilla, seal, sable, rex rabbit and karakul skins.

MINK SKINS WITH THE KOPENHAGEN FUR QUALITY LABEL
purple quality
Cl assic

Velvet

Platinum quality

Burgundy quality

IVORY quality

